Academic Council Approves Compromise 1964-65 Calendar

By Doctor E. A. Goerner
Assistant Professor of Political Science

A change has been made in the announced University Calendar for 1964-65. Important dates in the revised calendar, approved by the Academic Council, Saturday, January 19th meeting Monday afternoon, are:

Fall Semester
Sept. 15 (Fri) Freshman Orientation
Sept. 21 (Mon) Registration

Spring Semester
Feb. 1 (Mon) Registration
Feb. 2 (Tues) Classes begin at 8:30 a.m.
March 26 (Sat) Midsemester vacation begins after last class
March 29 (Mon) Classes resume
April 16, 17, 18 (Fri, Sat, Sun) Easter Holidays (no classes)
May 28 (Fri) Last class day
May 31, June 1, 2 (Mon, Tues) Final Examinations
June 5 (Sat) Senior Class Day
June 6 (Sun) Commencement

Gov. Geo. Wallace
To Speak Tonight

Gov. George C. Wallace of Alabama, a controversial Presidential candidate in the Democratic Primary, will speak at Notre Dame Tuesday, April 24th, at 8:30 p.m. in the Golden Hall.

The Academic Calendar Committee met on April 16 and 18 to consider the proposals of the Student Senate and the Academic Council. On April 25, the Council met and approved a compromise that was submitted to the student body.

Dave Ellis, one of the Student Senate committee working for the compromise, summed up: "I feel that the Academic Council gave serious consideration to our proposals and worked with us on a compromise that is in the interest of all.
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Hall Presidents Elect Officers; Plan Bike Race

Toni Odell was elected president of the Student Government Association for next year in a meeting held Thursday evening.

Jay Rini is the new vice-president, Hugh O'Brien, secretary, and Barry Macauley, treasurer.

Five stay-overs were also chosen. They are the Jack Monear, Jon Ritter, Pete Goyen, Vic Paterba, and John Eschback.

The Council is sponsoring a campus-wide bike race May 10. The course, one and one-quarter miles long, will be laid out on campus.

The winner in each of three divisions will be awarded an engraved beer mug. The divisions are for bicycles with one gear, two gears and more than two gears.

Anyone interested in the race should contact his hall president who will arrange a bicycle elimination for his hall. Each division will send one entry to the campus-wide final.

New Orientation Plans Slated For Freshmen Foreign Students

Jed Kiss, next year's Student Government International Commission, has announced plans for a program to be initiated during Freshman orientation next year for foreign freshmen students.

From next year's junior class, students who are citizens of another country, and each will act as a "big brother" or "big sister" to a freshman from another country. A junior participating in the program will be able to speak at the beginning of the orientation, show his assigned freshman student Notre Dame, help him adjust to campus life, and hopefully become close friends with him.

Next year's seniors were chosen for their understanding of living in the United States for several years in which to become good friends with a foreign student.

Many of these students have felt Notre Dame to be cold and unaccepting toward students from foreign countries.

There will be a general discussion of the problems of adjusting to American ways and a series of panel discussions by Foreign Students Association leaders. There will also be a session devoted to information about the clubs and activities available to foreign students.

Academic Freedom Or Academic Whoredom?

A trap door stood on the roof of the tower of O'Shaughnessy Hall, faced the south, and sounded the notes that announced the beginning of Shakespeare's "Hamlet," presented at Notre Dame's Eastertide Festival of Music, a performance that the Academic Council gave in the interest of all.
Academic Freedom...

(Continued from Page 1)

mary campaign. That is strong language; what are the facts?

Professor Wallace has conducted a good part of his campaign in Indiana in a peculiar way. He has made a great point of appearing before university and college audiences to express his campaign speeches that are overtly directed to a defense of state's rights and, therefore, by implication a defense of the attitude of University of Notre Dame against Negroes. But the first thing to be noted is that the overwhelming majority of his speeches have been given to those who are too young to vote. Gov. Wallace is not such a fool as to know this. Is he, then, simply interested in inducing a network of influential individualists in an organized philosphic discussion of the quite serious issues at stake? No one even hints that Gov. Wallace is either a philospher himself or that he is attempting to interest anyone else in such an activity. Rather it is clear that he has invited a number of campus individuals to hear him speak and that he has attempted to communicate to them a certain philosophy.

Second: the faculty and student body is supposed to be fooled into being used for this purpose by being told that this will be a serious intellectual experience. Only faculty members who are willing to admit that the participants are, at this writing, scheduled to be given copies of bits and pieces of pending legislation which is to be discussed in one of the "Fieldhouse," are the participants are supposed to be given an opportunity for critical discussion of this legislation. Is this really the idea of the meeting, what would be the point of the extensive effort on the part of the community if it is not given and is planned for the affair? If a serious investigation of the question were planned, why has its sponsor steadfastly refused to permit a representative of the other point of view to share the platform?

Are those who have been invited, namely you of the university community, aware of the fact that the rigged proceedings are in fact planned. Are you aware, first, that it is planned to broadcast this "seminar" nationally via the "Fieldhouse," and, second, are you aware that it is planned that you will sit through Gov. Wallace's speech and be well photographed for campaign purposes?

The statement above by Dr. Grunmer reflects the seriousness with which the speech by Gov. Wallace should be taken. The VOICE is opposed to the purpose and intent of Wallace as shown by the inclusion of Dr. Grunmer's lengthy protest. We would urge, however, everyone in the audience to be alert against (or for) his position to maintain at all times the maturity and dignity of Notre Dame men.

Sophomore Interviews

Now that the results of the Sophomore interviews have been received, it seems a good time to report on the realities of the interview. The rational for the interview is that it is to be used as an aid to the student in his growth as a person and a worker in his college. It is not meant to be a test of how much a student has learned in two years, but rather is a counseling device to give a student a chance to realize his own strengths and weaknesses by exposing him to the scrutiny of an interviewing board. Out of this interview should come a greater awareness of one's self, one's system of values, and one's goals in life.

The following procedure is subject to question because of its arbitrary nature. There may be personality clashes between the student and interviewer. Sometimes, or the student may not feel that the questions asked him gave him a chance to express himself. Thereby, sometimes are helped more by others than by the interview. The important thing to remember is that while some students may be helped more than others by the interview, every serious student should find value in such a contact.

That many people missed the true purpose of the Sophomore interviews is evident from the fact that so many students feared that what they said would be used against them, and that an unfavorable report might prevent them from getting into graduate school. The purpose for the Sophomore interview is to help the student to realize his own potential over and above the goals of the university; they are used to help the Dean to make an informative recommendation. In other words, the recommendations are made with the student and the university in mind; they are not given to help the university; they are used to help the Dean to make an informative recommendation. The student's contribution will be most valuable if he will be assisted in making the best recommendation for himself and his college by the panel of Sophomore interviewers.

For Sophomore interviews, the students from the following departments were interviewed:

Engineering: John Lenhart, Jim Cameron, Bruce Bonham, Bob Smith, Jim O'Brien, and Steve Pepe.

Physics: Steve Pepe, Steve Pepe, Bruce Bonham, Jim Cameron, and John Lenhart.

Science: Bill McFarland, Bob Smith, and Steve Pepe.


English: Bill McFarland, Steve Pepe, and Bob Smith.

History: Steve Pepe, Bill McFarland, and Bob Smith.

Music: Steve Pepe, Bill McFarland, and Bob Smith.


The special pre-interviews were given to:

Bill McFarland...

Letters to the Editor

Dear Editor:

There were a couple of hundred people who voted for their picture taken by some friend, or by some other student, other than Delina. There are probably the same number who will do the voting this year. They are the people most interested in the picture. There may be some people that care little for a picture but will do their duty. They are the people who can be a case for having all important candidates in a forum on campus in an obviously political setting. But there can be no case for luring students to a rigged exposure under the cloak of serious academic purposes.

Perhaps it will be asked: Is there not a question of academic freedom involved? If there is, what is the point of truth to it, what is at stake? Is not a question of academic freedom but a question of academic whorement. The strong language is not necessary to make perfectly clear that what is proposed will constitute no academic discussion, but the abuse of the university in a calculated seduction that is meant to attract some students by false promise of serious academic discussion was intended to attract other students by the promise of the emotional excitement of a big affair.

The invitation to Gov. Wallace has been given and accepted. He will be here and the students who are interested in the general public is not deceived into supposing that Gov. Wallace has any serious academic interest in this issue because it is precisely the intellectual and rigged atmosphere and that is why there is such a question of academic freedom and not academic whorement. The students who are interested in this issue will see that authority and prestige to be fraudulently attached to candidates and to entice public relations abuse of your image.

Perhaps it will be asked: But have not other universities and colleges participated in this kind of thing? The answer to that is yes, they have been involved in this fashion. But if one's sister has been lured into a brothel, that is hardly a precedent for the student. Rather weep for her lost virtue and pray that she sin no more.

Are you aware that at previous events of this nature the sponsors have had the proceedings filmed and then carefully clipped the film to give the desired effect for subsequent use on TV? Such manipulation of filmed images can have a significant impact in the last few days of a heated political campaign. The question, therefore, is whether you wish to be a party to such a calculated prostitution of the university's name.

Perhaps it will be asked: ought not students have an opportunity to learn about politics in general and about Gov. Wallace's policies in particular? They should indeed have such an opportunity. But will anyone seriously argue that the only way that students can find out about such matters by permitting themselves to be used unwittingly in a calculated fraud? Students are not excluded from public political meetings South Bend or are they denied the opportunity to watch TV or listen to the radio. There may even be a case for having all important candidates in a forum on campus in an obviously political setting. But there can be no case for luring students to a rigged display under the cloak of serious academic purposes.

Coupling the Wheel программы to the Wheel of History is the way to bring history to life and show students how it relates to their present lives. Students will appreciate the vivid visual presentation of history, which makes it easier for them to understand and remember. The programs are designed to be engaging and informative, ensuring that students stay interested and engaged throughout the presentation. The program will be held in the University Auditorium on April 29th at 7:30 PM.
Silence Packs, Walkout Planned for Wallace Talk

Active protests are being organized by a United Student Committee against the ideals held by the University of Alabama, on the occasion of the film "The Tiger Walks," showing this film will have limited juvenile appeal. 1:00 to 8:00 p.m. 760, 9:25.

"There's no much note in it," said one Active member, "we're just going to be showing "The Tiger Walks," a Walt Disney special starring Buddy Ebsen, Brian Keith and Vera Miles. It all starts when a tiger escapes from the Disney studio. This film will have limited juvenile appeal. 1:00 to 8:00 p.m. 760, 9:25.

"Mail Order Bride" is the name of the western showing at the Grounds of the University, including Hillbilly. United Producers. Don't worry if you didn't want you, 1, 3, 5, 7. 9.

"Searching for Venus" and "Maid for Money" is a double feature showing at the Axon to 7:30, 9:45. You'll have to see yourself whether the "C" rating really stands for "Colorful.

Oh, you, "Clashography" is still at the University Theatre to 7:30, 9:45. You can't beat the price of tickets for "My Fair Lady." The student price for tickets is $2.50.

"The Last of the Mohicans" is still at the University Theatre to 7:30, 9:45. You can't beat the price of tickets for "My Fair Lady." The student price for tickets is $2.50.

"Gang Violence Eraps Again"

Groups of South students are being" organized to communicatively and co-ordinated to" the" campaign. It is not in the hands of the" students. But the name of states' rights." The student body vice President Tom O'Brien, a member of the resolution, made the resolution.

"Tom Cullen and Minch Lewis head the committee which met Monday night. The committee is making three major suggestions the students. They are encouragings: a walkout, orderly sit-downs and silence at the speeches."

They plan to have tonight's speech picked by students in a protest over the solvent. The intention is to not to deter attendance, but to "indicate responsible commitment to Christian ideals.""

"Recognizing that many people respect Wallace's courage in facing hostile audiences, and that this week's attacks on students were not the first, the students are not willing to accept the "tiger" any longer."

The announcement of the Governor's statement has been greeted with dismay by many students and professors who believe that the doctrine of states' rights as it is presented has been cloaked with "rhetoric and demagogic in this and other stories."
Notre Dame: 3-3, 5-0, 1st meet. 3-3, 5-0, 1st meet.

The Irish drew first blood in the opening game with a 3-3 tie against Michigan State. In the second game, Notre Dame managed to secure a 5-0 victory over the Wolverines. This was the first time in quite a while for the Irish to achieve such a significant lead over their opponents.

Netten Slam Iowa and Wisconsin

As of Sunday morning, April 26, the Notre Dame Tennis Team was still unbeaten in its northern tennis season. Friday's victory over Iowa was the third straight for Coach Tom Falcon's team, which is now 3-0 and was tied for the only two of seven in the Eastern Tennis tour.

The Irish moved to Wisconsin for Saturday and Sunday matches against Wisconsin and Marquette. By sweeping all three doubles matches the netten gained a 6-3 decision over the Badgers.

The Irish tennis team is composed of: Tom Ramsey, Alan Davidson, Jim Goetz, Bob Fitzgerald, Robert Carrigan, Bruce Vogtberg, and John Clancy.

This Wednesday finds Toledo here and over the weekend the squad will journey to Champaign for a triangular meet with Indiana and Illinois.

Outdoor Track Season Opens; Army Here Saturday

After an impressive opening of the outdoor season at the Ohio Relays last Saturday, the Notre Dame track team captured four 10th places in the highly touted

On the Links

The Notre Dame golf team ran up a total of 24放在 the University of Chicago. The Irish will play Illinois on May 9, St. Louis on May 13, and on the 15th in the Chicago Invitational Tournament.

Two third places were garnered by Jim Gutsch in the Illinois tournament, and by Pat O'Connor in the St. Louis meet with a victory. The Irish collected 7 hits and shut out the runners by a margin of 4-3.

Individuals bringing home laurels from the course: Jake Kline may be the best of Notre Dame and the series..

The Irish had a loss against Western Michigan, 2 wins over Northwestern, and a tie with Ohio State.

This Saturday finds Ev. Drury's boys playing against Pitt, Illinois, and Marquette at the University of Chicago Memorial Course.

Patronize Your Advertisers

The Notre Dame Lacrosse season opened at South Bend on Saturday, April 22nd, with a win over the University of Michigan. The team will host Indiana this weekend, and the next two games will be against Penn State and Princeton.

Lacrosse Club "Defends" Title

Notre Dame's rookie Lacrosse Lover, after a long delay, finally won the championship title of the Notre Dame, Ohio 1-2, 3-2, 4-3. The Loveresque squad has extended a 4-3 record and have already defeated two teams. Their victory over Ohio State shows that they are ready for the tournament, which will be held next week at the Burbank Memorial Course.

The Loveresque squad has brought respect to the Notre Dame Lacrosse season. With a win over Ohio State, the team is looking forward to facing their next opponent in the tournament.

Irish Bats Are Stilled

Beginning last Thursday the Notre Dame baseball team was to play a total of 6 games in 7 days. Such a task would be unbearable for any college pitching staff, but for the already depleted mound corps of Coach Jake Kline, it was just another day in the life.

With the record at that time standing at 6-7 and the team losing with one out in the bottom of the last inning, it was felt that the match was won. However, a good indication of the possibility of another winning season for Irish baseball is a bit of a letdown.

Pitchoing Holds

At this writing, 3 of those games are history and the record now stands at 6-3. One of the exceptions of pitching, with the exception of Friday's game, was adequate, as Frank Turner and Jerry Kennedy both turned in credible performances of 8 and 9 innings respectively. The problem, surprisingly enough, was the batting. In the past few games, it looked as though the hitting was finally going to take over on itself, and maybe, with a bit more of an improvement in the pitching, the team would have won the game. However, such was not the case as the Irish managed to knock 2 runs in 28 innings in the 5 games against Michigan and Ohio-University.

In the game with Michigan, both teams collected a total of 3 hits, but the story of the afternoon was a pitching duel between the Irish to put together, and that was what happened. The Irish managed to bunch 2 of their hits behind a walk in the 5th inning and came up with a 2-0 decision.

Friday's game's Ohio University saw half of the ND pitching staff parade to the mound as the Bebates raked 4 runners for 13 hits, 5 going for extra bases and an 11-2 victory. The Irish collected 7 hits in the game but could not put together the runs. Once again the Irish had a chance to win it in the ninth inning with runners on 1st and 3rd, but the game ended up in a tie.

In the second and final game of the weekend with the Irish, the Irish pushed across 2 runs in the top of the 10th to take a 3-2 victory and a sweep of the series. Here again the Irish had a chance to win it in the ninth inning and lost by a 3-2 decision.

Midwest NCAA Champions

The final day of the initial six games remain. On Monday, the Irish opened with a loss to the last year's NCAA Midwest Regional champs to be on. The Irish had a winning record for the first time, and ended up with a loss in the final game.

On Tuesday, the Irish played against their rival, Michigan and won by a score of 3-2. The Irish then went on to win against Michigan's 3-2 victory, and ended up with a loss in the final game.

On Wednesday, the Irish were playing against their rival, Michigan and won by a score of 3-2. The Irish then went on to win against Michigan's 3-2 victory, and ended up with a loss in the final game.

On Thursday, the Irish were playing against their rival, Michigan and won by a score of 3-2. The Irish then went on to win against Michigan's 3-2 victory, and ended up with a loss in the final game.

On Friday, the Irish were playing against their rival, Michigan and won by a score of 3-2. The Irish then went on to win against Michigan's 3-2 victory, and ended up with a loss in the final game.

On Saturday, the Irish were playing against their rival, Michigan and won by a score of 3-2. The Irish then went on to win against Michigan's 3-2 victory, and ended up with a loss in the final game.

On Sunday, the Irish were playing against their rival, Michigan and won by a score of 3-2. The Irish then went on to win against Michigan's 3-2 victory, and ended up with a loss in the final game.

DON'T FORGET...

Mother's Day is May 10th

ALL YOUNG PEOPLE SOLVED AT

Hans RintzeL

LUGGAGE SHOP

MICHIGAN AT CLEVELAND

2nd St. & Main Street

212-448-5565

SALTY DOG COFFEE HOUSE

Appearing Now through April 26

Bill Rutledge

Doors Open 7:30

Tuesday Night — Ladies Night

Closed Mondays

820 E. LaSalle

South Bend, Indiana

Phone: 223-4324

SALTY DOG COFFEE HOUSE

Appearing Now through April 26

Bill Rutledge

Doors Open 7:30

Tuesday Night — Ladies Night

Closed Mondays

820 E. LaSalle

South Bend, Indiana

Phone: 223-4324

AMPEX presents

A NEW 4-TRACK STEREO

RECORDER for only $299

- SELF-CONTAINED 4-TRACK STEREO AND 4-TRACK MONORAIL RECORD AND PLAYBACK
- 2-SPD VERTICAL OR HORIZONTAL OPERATION
- 2 MIKE, 2 RADIO-PHONO INPUTS
- 2 SPEAKER, 2 PRE-AMP OUTPUTS

INTRODUCTORY OFFER

Your Choice of $50.00 Worth of Stereo Equipment
With the Purchase of UST-4

Also see the Ampex F-44 Fine Line Series of

AL SMITH'S

RECORD BAR and HI-FI STUDIO

128 W. WASHINGTON AVE.

Phone 223-3344

Your New Local Headquarters For Ampex
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